Learn and create art outside of the classroom

Work with inspiring individuals that share your passion for art

Be a Volunteer Assistant Teaching Artist for

TCNJ’s Trenton Works Gallery / Arc Mercer’s Arctists Collective

**The Arctists Collective** was founded in 2011 by The Arc Mercer, which is an organization that serves the greater Mercer County area providing individuals with developmental disabilities exposure to a variety of social, recreational, and vocational opportunities within the community. The Arctists Collective has allowed the Arc Mercer to introduce art and provide choices to individuals who have limited or no exposure to independent expression and decision-making. They wish to empower artists with disabilities to reach their current perceived capabilities to produce art that transcends the disability of the artists who create it.

To learn more about the Arctists Collective visit: [http://arctistscollective.virb.com/](http://arctistscollective.virb.com/)

Trenton Works is seeking creative TCNJ students with an interest in fine art, community art, and social practice to work alongside members of the Arctists Collective in individual and collaborative art projects.

**Trenton Works** is TCNJ’s downtown hub for innovation, creativity, collaboration and community change. It is primarily a space where the members of campus and local community can come together to learn, share their experiences, apply their knowledge, and utilize their skills while addressing some important public challenge or interest.

**When:** Tuesdays, 12:45-3:30pm

**Where:** The College of New Jersey - Trenton Works

5 South Broad Street, Trenton, NJ (TCNJ shuttle service provided @ Student Center loop)

Contact: Michelle Nugent, Co-Director, Fine Art and Community Engaged Programming for Trenton Works Gallery, [nugent2@tcnj.edu](mailto:nugent2@tcnj.edu)